THEOREM 1. If A x is a quaternion algebra central over K, then A x ~K ®LB where L is any subfield of K such that the galois group of K/L is cyclic, and B is a simple algebra central over L.
Hence if K/Q is cyclic of odd order, the simple algebras central over K appearing in some QG are precisely those of the form K ®QB where B is a quaternion algebra over Q (cf. [2] ).
As a final remark, we observe that the above together with the construction of [l] enable us to determine those algebras of index 3 in Sch (0\ / (-3)), the Schur subgroup of Q(V(~3))-By [2] , they are not of the form Q(V(~"3)) ®Q A. Hence by Mac Lane [3] , the above remarks and the following construction, they must have zero Hasse invariant at any primes which are ramified or inertial; i.e. if p s= -1 mod (3) or p = 3 then there is zero Hasse invariant at primes of Q(V( -3)) extending these. If £ = 1 (3), then p splits into 2 primes in Ç(v / (~"3)), and we show that there is an A x with Hasse invariant | at one of these primes, f at the other, and zero elsewhere: Simply let G be the group generated by a, 6, c where a p = l, è 
